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Abstract: The optic nerve meets the posterior a part of 

the globe barely nasal to a posterior pole and barely 

above the horizontal meridian. Inside the attention that 

is factor is visible because the optic disc. There isn't any 

mild touch mobileular on an optic disc and for this 

reason the blind spot that every person can discover a 

discipline of vision. The optic nerves incorporate 

approximately 1,000,000 nerve fibers, every of which has 

a mobileular frame withinside the ganglion mobileular 

layer of the retina. Nerve fiber sweeps throughout the 

internal maximum a part of the retina to attain the optic 

disc. They may be visible with an ophthalmoscope 

through cautiously determined the manner mild is 

pondered off the internal floor of the retina. The retinal 

vessel is likewise embedded at the internal floor of the 

retina. There is consequently a gap, that's the thickness 

of obvious retina, among the retinal vessel and the 

stippled pigment epithelium. Apart from the optic nerve, 

the posterior pole of a globe is likewise perforated 

through numerous lengthy and quick ciliary nerves. 

These incorporate parasympathetic, sympathetic and 

sensory fibers, which especially deliver muscle of the iris 

(dilator and sphincter) and ciliary frame (ciliary 

muscles). 

 

Key Word: Optic nerve, eye, optic neuropathy, optic 

atrophy. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Optic atrophy: 

Optic atrophy is the lack of a few or all the nerve fibers 

withinside the optic nerve. This is crucial signal of 

enhance optic nerve sickness and regularly visible in 

visible loss. It stated to be number one in the event that 

they arise with none previous optic nerve head oedema 

and secondary if it's miles preceded via way of means 

of oedema. It will also be defined in keeping with the 

underlying etiology. 

Optic atrophy is a cease degree of style of reasons of 

damages to the optic nerve everywhere alongside its 

length. There is most usually no recognised motive 

however, viable reasons encompass direct trauma, 

stress or poisonous harm to the nerve, and dietary 

deficiency. Optic atrophy encompass is a pathological 

time period mentioned optic nerve shrinkage resulting 

from the degeneration of retinal ganglion mobileular 

axon. The time period optic atrophy is seemed as a 

misnomer when you consider that a tissue and organ. 

Hence a higher time period for optic atrophy might be 

optic neuropathy. However, that time period is 

likewise arguable when you consider that in positive 

scenario number one optic atrophy or worrying mind 

harm optic neuropathy might not arise. 

When mild is thrown on fundus from mild supply it go 

through general the inner mirrored image via the 

axonal fibers. Subsequently, mirrored image from the 

capillaries at the disc floor offers upward thrust to the 

function yellow-crimson shadeation of healthful optic 

disc. In eyes with cataract crimson shadeation is 

exaggerated, supply upward thrust to hyperemic look 

of a disc. Conversely, in pseudophakic people of the 

disc may also seem to have a few diploma of pallor. 

These are typically 4-6 weeks are required following 

axonal harm for the optic disc pallor to begin 

developing. It is intense case the disc in the long run 

will become chalky white. These are overlying axons 

and capillary degenerated, in order that the white 

lamina cribrosa will become visible. 

This evaluation sharply with the encompassing 

crimson-coloured retina. The precise mechanisms 

answerable for the optic disc pallor visible in an optic 

atrophy aren't virtually elucidated. It is believed that 

the lack of axonal fibers in conjunction with the 

rearrangement of astrocytes make a contribution to the 

disc pallor. Cogan and Walsh, in addition to Hoyt, 

have cited optic disc pallor as effect of lack of smaller 

blood vessel and the variable quantity of reactive 

gliosis and fibrosis, because the optic nerve shrinks 

because of diverse Factors. The degenerated axons 

also are the lack of the optical belongings of general 

inner mirrored image, main to the light optic disc 

visible withinside the condition. Recognition of optic 

atrophy would possibly show to be life-saving for 

patient. 

Diseases of eye: 
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Cataract: 

Cataract is cloudy of the attention lens and is main 

purpose of blindness global and main reasons of 

imaginative and prescient loss with inside the United 

States. 

Cataract can arise any age due to sort of reasons and 

may be gift at birth. 

The dangers of Diabetic retinopathy are decreased thru 

ailment control that consists of suitable manage of 

blood sugar, blood pressure, and lipid abnormalities.  

Early prognosis of Diabetic retinopathy and well-

timed remedy lessen the chance of imaginative and 

prescient loss; however, as many as 50% of sufferers 

aren’t getting their eyes tested or prognosis too 

overdue for remedy to the effective.  

Fig . Cataract 

 

Glaucoma: 

Glaucoma is institution of ailment which can harm the 

attention’s optic nerve and bring about imaginative 

and prescient loss and blindness glaucoma happens 

whilst the everyday fluid stress interior the attention 

slowly rises. 

However, current locating now display that glaucoma 

can arise with everyday eye stress with early 

treatment.  

There are foremost category “open perspective” and 

“closed perspective” glaucoma.  

Open perspective is a continual situation that 

development slowly over lengthy time period without 

the character be aware imaginative and prescient loss 

till the ailment may be very advanced, this is called 

“sneak thief of sight.”  
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Fig: Glaucoma 

Signs: 

The disc is light contrast with the man eye can be assist 

elicit this sign. There is normally discount of the small 

blood vessel go of the disc surface. In case of 

secondary atrophy, the disc margin can be poorly 

delineated because of gliosis in place of oedema. The 

look can be a few clues to the pathology. 

Symptoms: 

Reduction or lack of imaginative and prescient which 

can be primary or peripheral relying at the condition. 

These is damages may also result in lack of assessment 

or shadeation imaginative and prescient with out 

measurable lack of acuity. In unilateral optic atrophy 

there can be lower belief of brightness in a single eye 

relative to the other. 

Complications: 

Visual loss, the diploma and nature of if you want to 

rely on the severity and form of underlying disease. 

Treatment: 

The perfect remedy for optic atrophy could contain 

neuroregeneration. Unfortunately, such modalities a 

nonetheless aren't to be had for scientific use. 

Pharmacological remedy for optic atrophy has 

additionally been in large part ineffective. The best 

attention in control is treating the precise purpose 

earlier than the improvement of great harm to salvage 

beneficial imaginative and prescient. Once the 

circumstance is stabilized, low imaginative and 

prescient aids may beattempted in decided on 

individuals. 

Certain disc appearances can assist to decide the 

purpose for the optic nerve harm. Sector disc pallor in 

an older character might have been resulting from 
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NAION. Severe optic atrophy with gliosis once more 

in an aged individual might have been because of large 

mobileular arthritis. Damage from papilledema may 

also go away retinal folds and every now and then 

glistening our bodies withinside the optic nerve head. 

Cupping is suggestive of glaucoma. 

Optic atrophy is commonly now no longer hard to 

diagnose (function faded optic disc) however the 

purpose for the optic atrophy can be hard to ascertain. 

Sometimes the purpose of imaginative and prescient 

loss can be hard to distinguish among diffused optic 

neuropathy and sickness of the retina (or both). 

Electrophysiology may be beneficial (ERG, mERG) 

and OCT to evaluate the thickness of the nerve fiber 

layer can be beneficial in such cases. 

1.Idebenone: 

Optic atrophy is one of the maximum common 

hereditary optic neuropathies, characterised with the 

aid of using degeneration of retinal ganglion 

mobileular main to lack of crucial imaginative and 

prescient, and presently taken into consideration 

untreatable. The majority of affected person with optic 

atrophy deliver heterozygous mutations withinside the 

OPA1 gene, which encodes for a mitochondrial 

dynamin-like GTPase specially worried in fusion of 

the mitochondrial internal membrane manage of 

apoptosis and preservation of mitochondrial DNA and 

oxidative phosphorylation. Clinical expression of 

dominant optic atrophy is in the main confined to optic 

neuropathy with variable severity, starting from 

intense congenital optic atrophy to slight cases. Visual 

loss impacts crucial imaginative and prescient with 

shadeation belief defects and temporal optic disc 

atrophy due to early involvement of the 

papillomacular bundle. The herbal records of optic 

atrophy are relentless and slowly innovative visible 

loss which may also stabilize commonly without 

spontaneous recuperation of the imaginative and 

prescient. A sub institution of affected person gifts a 

multi-machine sickness, described as optic atrophy 

‘plus’ worried the crucial and peripheral anxious 

machine and skeletal muscle. 

2.NutritionalSupplements: 

Several combos of vitamins (B2, B3, B12, C, E and 

folic acid), co-enzyme Q10 and different dietary 

supplements inclusive of alpha-lipoic acid, creatine, 

L-arginine and dichloroacetate had been attempted for 

the remedy of mitochondrial disorder. The rational for 

the use of dietary complement is to boom 

mitochondrial breathing and concurrently scavenge 

unfastened radicals to lessen reactive oxygen species 

and poisonous acyl coenzyme A molecules which 

might be produced in mitochondrial ailment. 

Moreover, a few complements is act as change power 

fuels and likely via way of means of byskip the block 

in the breathing chain complicated. However, the 

advantage of the above point out remedy options in 

sufferers with LHON stays constrained and variable. 

[1] 

3.Brimonidine: 

Brimonidine is topical A2-agonist with regarded 

neuroprotective motion that is used for the remedy of 

glaucoma and has been proven to guard RGCs from 

oxidative harm in animal model [2]. Although the drug 

changed into now no longer powerful in save your 

visible loss withinside the fellow eye of sufferers with 

monocular visible loss, its neuroprotective residences 

decorate the capability of being true remedy 

opportunity for unaffected LHON provider recognized 

with glaucoma or ocular high blood pressure as raised 

intraocular strain has been related to an boom chance 

of visible loss in LHON [3]. 

4.phytoestrogen: 

Targeting estrogen receptor β via way of means of the 

use of phytoestrogen can also additionally end up 

healing method for LOHN, seeking to keep away from 

or put off the onset of the ailment in mutation career. 

It appears that the molecules enhance mobileular 

viability via way of means of decreased apoptosis, 

inducing mitochondrial biogenesis and strongly 

lowering the stages of ROS in LHON mobileular [4]. 

5.Cyclosporine-A: 

Pre-remedy with cyclosporine- A blunted the 

deleterious effects of hydrogen peroxide via way of 

means of blockading the MTP pore indicated viable 

healing pathway for LHON. The antiapoptotic impact 

of cyclosporine-A has additionally been proven in 

LHON cybrids harboring the m.14484T4C and 

m.14279G4A mutations [5]. 

6.Idebenone and Quinone Analogs: 

Specifically, withinside the mitochondrial internal 

membrane ubiquinone transfers electrons to 

complicated III of electron shipping chain. Idebenone 

[2, 3-dimethoxy-5-methyl-6-(10hydroxydecyl)-1, 4- 

benzoquinone] is a human-made short-chain Co-Q 

analog, that is taken into consideration to be used as a 

Co-QReplacement. The mechanism of movement of 

idebenone entails its antioxidant houses and capacity 
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to behave as a mitochondrial electron carrier, 

overcoming mitochondrial complicated I respiration 

chain deficiency in sufferers with LHON through 

moving electrons at once to mitochondrial 

complicated III , thereby restoring cell strength 

manufacturing and reactivating inactive-but-feasible 

RGCs, which in the end prevents similarly imaginative 

and prescient loss and promotes imaginative and 

prescient recuperation. Although championed as an 

antioxidant, idebenone also can act as a prooxidant 

through forming an volatile semiquinone at 

complicated- I [6]. 

Recently withinside the International Consensus at the 

medical and healing control of LHON, idebenone 

changed into proposed to be began out as quickly as 

viable at 900 mg/day and to be persevered as a 

minimum 1 yr in sufferers with disease yr. 

Furthermore, there isn't always sufficient proof to 

suggest remedy in continual sufferers among 1- and 

five-yr length and no proof to suggest remedy in 

continual sufferers older than five years after the 

second one eye onset [7]. 

Additionally, EPI-743 is structurally just like CoQ10 

and idebenone with a changed benzene ring to enhance 

performance through 1000- to 10,000-fold as 

compared with both drug in accepting electrons to 

lessen oxidative strain at the same time as enhancing 

mitochondrial function. EPI-743 works through 

interacting with the enzyme NADPH quinone 

reductase (NQO1) to shape strong hydroquinones with 

super antioxidant houses. The preliminary outcomes 

from EPI743 seem promising, on the grounds that 4 

out of 5 LHON sufferers with unique mtDNA 

mutations confirmed an development in visible 

recuperation primarily based totally on numerous 

tests, together with visible acuity, field, shadeation 

imaginative and prescient and different metrics, with 

out growing any damaging effects [8]. 

7.Gene therapy: 

Gene remedy, wherein the faulty gene is changed via 

way of means of the everyday wild-kind gene in order 

that the everyday gene is expressed, has proven a few 

promises for mitochondrial diseases. For LHON in 

particular, it's far an excellent extra attractive remedy 

choice due to the fact the RGC layer withinside the 

retina may be effortlessly accessed, whilst LHON 

gives a unique “laboratory” for the research of latest 

interventions in mitochondrial disease [9]. Since 

LHON imaginative and prescient loss frequently takes 

place in a bilateral sequential fashion, a window of 

possibility exists for feasible healing intervention after 

imaginative and prescient loss withinside the first eye 

however earlier than 2nd eye involvement [10]. 

Specifically, rescue of a mutant mouse version of 

LHON via way of means of AAV vector containing 

wild kind allotopic ND4 turned into successful, with 

preserved imaginative and prescient, recovery of ATP 

synthesis, and prevention of lack of RGCs and optic 

nerve axons [11]. Moreover, in a rat version of LHON, 

Cwerman-Thibault et al. proven the protection and 

efficacy of allotopic expression of wild-kind human 

ND4 added via way of means of a recombinant 

AAV2/2 vector containing ND4, imparting in addition 

proof that gene remedy via allotopic expression in 

human beings can be beneficial for LHON [12]. Gene 

remedy has additionally been carried out in human 

beings. Wan et al. performed a scientific trial, which 

confirmed development in visible acuity in six of 9 

LHON sufferers on the 9-month follow-up with out 

headaches all through or after the procedure [13]. 

8.stemcells: 

The Stem Cell Ophthalmology Treatment Study 

makes use of autologous bone-marrow-derived stem 

cells to deal with optic nerve and retinal diseases. 

Patients with LHON had visible acuity profits of as 

much as 35 letters and Snellen acuity upgrades from 

hand movement to 20/2 hundred and from counting 

arms to 20/100, whilst sight view development turned 

into additionally observed without critical headaches 

[14]. 

CONCLUSION 

 

Optic atrophy is a rare disease, characterized by the 

degeneration of RGCs, involving bilateral visual loss 

with poor prognosis. The disease is expressed because 

of mitochondrial mutations, but several risk factors 

have also been involved. Regarding treatment, there 

are many suggested therapies with variable outcomes, 

while the most recent idebenone and gene therapy or 

stem cells have provided encouraging results, leading 

to a new, where optic atrophy will no longer be faced 

as an incurable disease. 
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